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List of acronyms
ANC
ANCYL
ASSAF
CARA
CGT
CGS
COGHSTA
CSIR
DA
DEA
DEADP
DEDEAT
DMR
DOE
DST
DWS
EIA
EWT
IDP
LM
NAMAQA
PPP
SADTU
SALA
SANBI
SANParks
SEA
SGD
UFH
UFSED
WITS

African National Congress
African National Congress Youth League
Academy of Science of South Africa
Conservation of Agricultural Resources
Cycle Gas Turbines
Council for Geoscience
Cooperative Governance, Human Settlement & Traditional Affairs
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research
Democratic Alliance
Department of Environmental Affairs
Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning
Department of Economic Development, Environmental Affairs and Tourism
Department of Mineral Resources
Department of Energy
Department of Science and Technology
Department of Water and Sanitation
Environmental Impact Assessment
Endangered Wildlife Trust
Integrated Development Plan
Local Municipality
National Environment Management: Air Quality Act.
Public Participation Process
South African Democratic Teachers Union
Subdivision of Agricultural Land Act
South African National Biodiversity Institute
South African National Parks
Strategic Environmental Assessment
Shale Gas Development
University of Fort Hare
Ubuntu Forum for Socio Economic Development
University of the Witwatersrand
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Camdeboo Local Municipality Pre-Meeting
Location

Venue

Date

Time

Graaff Reinet

Robert Sobukwe Building

18 July 2016

13:00- 14:30

Attendance
number
10

Attendance register
Name
Andile Dludla
Bob Scholes
Ernest Mmonoa
Greg Schreiner
Hans Hendriks
Hendrik Kotze
Luanita Van der Walt
Simon Moganetsi,
Stella Mamogale
Vadapalli, V.R.K.

Organisation
CSIR
Wits/ CSIR
SANBI
CSIR
Camdeboo LM
University of Stellenbosch
CSIR
DEA
DoE
CGS

Email
ADludla1@csir.co.za
bob.scholes@wits.ac.za
e.mmonoa@sanbi.org.za
GSchreiner@csir.co.za
hendricksh@camdeboo.gov.za
Hendrik.Kotze@usb.ac.za
LvdWalt1@csir.co.za
smoganetsi@environment.gov.za
Stella.mamogale@energy.gov.za
Vvadapalli@geoscience.org.za

Telephone
021 888 2482
082 292 6769
082 352 6410
083 321 4355
049 807 5900/ 049 892 2166
082 784 7284
021 888 2490
012 399 9309/ 079 427 4626
012 406 7529
012 841 1385

Agenda for Public Briefing


The proposed agenda for the stakeholder meeting was presented to the municipality and
was accepted.

Stakeholder engagement


The Municipality indicated that they have assisted in advertising the stakeholder meeting in
the following ways:
o Informed stakeholders from their database.

o
o
o

Distributed flyers in the wards.
Notified senior members of the municipality.
Identified a representative from the municipality will be present to chair the
stakeholder meeting.

Graaff-Reinet

Location

Venue

Date

Time

Graaff-Reinet

Masizakhe Community Hall

18 July 2016

17:00- 20:00

Attendance
number
~43

Agenda for Public Stakeholder Meeting
Welcome

Municipal Official

Introduction

National Government Representative
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Draft findings

Scientific Team

Questions and Discussion

Local Community & Scientific Team

Vote of Thanks

Municipal Official

Closing

National Government Representative

Attendance Register
Name
Albert Jacobs
Andile Dludla
Bernard Weyer
Bob Scholes
Boy Bokwe
C. Arnott
Dr. Geoffery Yalolo

Organisation
Tender Company
CSIR
Architecht
WITS
Ratepayers Association
Minister Fraternal

Email
Albertjacobs47@gmail.com
ADludla1@csir.co.za
bcpweyer@gmail.com
bob.scholes@wits.ac.za
dustcon@quciksa.com
drgeofferyyalolo@gmail.com

Derek Light

Stakeholder Attorney

dlight@intekom.co.za

Dini Sobukwe
Ellen Jacobs
Ernest Mmonoa
Esmari Borchardt
Faith
G. Hitge
Greg Schreiner
H. Hendricks
H. Makoba
Hendrik Kotze
Irene Mentjies
Kalipha Mini
Khwezi Xalisa
L. Smith
Lindi Fula
Luanita Van der Walt
M.C
M.K. Maneli
Manelisi Ndima
Mbuyi Nombembe
Monde Kaptem
Mziwelile
S. Jantjies
Sizwe Grootboom
Simon Moganetsi
Skhumbuzo Pase
Stella Mamogale
Stephanie Borchardt
Terence Jantjies
Thamsanqa Blouw
Themba Bartman
V. Jack
V.R.K. Vadapalli
Vuyisile Booysen
Xolani Jantjies

Robert Mangaliso Sobukwe Trust
Homebased Worker
SANBI
Stakeholder
ANC
Resident
CSIR
Cambdeboo LM
Camdeboo Mun/ Mayor
University of Stellenbosch
UFH Student
Camdeboo LM
Contractor
CSIR
Comm Carwash
DWS
DWS
Shell SA Energy
ANC
Community Member
Ordinary Citizen
DEA
DoE
Stellenbosch University (Stakeholder)
Ordinary Citizen
CGS
Karoo Shale Gas Community Forum
Local Municipality

robertsobukwetrust@gmail.com
Albertjacobs47@jacobs@gmail.com
e.mmonoa@sanbi.org.za
esmariborchadt@gmail.com
GSchreiner@csir.co.za
hendricksh@camdeboo.go.za
makobah@camdeboo.gov.za
Hendrik.Kotze@usb.ac.za
Irenementjies28.im@gmail.com
kalipanc@gmail.com
klmxalisa@gmail.com
smithl@camdeboo.gov.za
holmes.lindi@gmail.com
LvdWalt1@csir.co.za
manelim@dws.gov.za
ndimam@dws.gov.za
Mbuyiselo.nombembe@shell.com
-
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Shabby1992@live.com
Sizwegrootboom1985@gmail.com
smoganetsi@environment.gov.za
skumbuzopase@yahoo.com
Stella.mamogale@energy.gov.za
stefnib@yahoo.com
Thamsanqablouw21@gmail.com
Vusumzi.jack@labour.gov.za
Vvadapalli@geoscience.org.za
vuyisileb@telkomsa.net
Xolani.jantjies@gmail.com

Telephone
082 621 1319
021 888 2482
082 779 4752
082 292 6769
072 893 7552
083 231 5538
073 7252 164
049 891
0183/083 227
1922
079 392 7552
082 293 7812
082 352 6410
083 579 3814
071 773 9956
049 892 3582
083 321 4355
049 807 5900
083 795 7133
082 784 7284
061 9699452
071 988 0446
073 272 7681
0498075401
073 607 9912
021 888 2490
073 411 3212
082 881 9846
082 321 1375
076 724 5364
083 884 0555
083 310 1379
073 055 4997
073 279 8223
012 399 9309
073 808 8285
012 406 7529
049 807 5401
071 744 5143
073 919 1249
072 033 3794
012 841 1385
082 465 0568
060 572 9349
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Questions and Answers on Scientific Assessment Process


30 days opportunity for comments was not sufficient; however, the SEA has been a very
meaningful exercise. Treatment of economic potential in this area hypes the issue and
creates unrealistic expectations and polarize the community. Studies like this should be
objective, so that decision-makers can make informed decisions and not emotional
decisions. The SEA will be very useful if policy makers take the assessment into strong
consideration.

Questions /Answers on the Draft Findings
Governance




The report highlights potential risks to local authorities and therefore the community, not
only should capacity be developed, but also the increased capacity needs to be funded, for
instance, the municipality needs to employ more people. That national level feels the
benefits, but the local communities carry the costs of the development. What about the
Academy of Sciences South Africa (Assaf) report on technical readiness? Not available and is
disappointing as it could add value to the SEA. Local authorities should be positioning them
to be able to attach conditions to authorizations, or national government should think how
they could have more positive feedback into local communities.
o Bob Scholes explained that the Assaf report would not have changed the findings of
this assessment; the experts also flagged potential capacity issues.
Is there a process that allows young people to be equipped with skills to benefit from SGD?
o Bob Scholes stated that one of the main this is how the country decides to develop
shale gas and whether young people will be capacitated to benefit from this, there is
a long time before SA has a gas industry and there is an opportunity to upskill people
and generate local capacity. This is a decision that will get written into policy.

Tourism




Are there precedence for cooperation between tourism and industry and departments?
Would the tourism industry have enough muscle to stand up to DMR and SGD?
o The stakeholder must relay this question to the tourism team, or we can do so on
their behalf with their permission.
Tourism industry experienced a phenomenon with the World Cup where opportunists
invested in housings and flooded the market, and negatively impacted the local economy,
pushing out tourists, especially post SGD.
o Bob Scholes indicated that this was discussed more in the economics and social
chapters not the above way that inequities may be increased.
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Waste


Can the waste from SGD be used to generate energy such as Biogas?
o Bob Scholes explained that Biogas is generated from organic waste that decomposes
and produces gas, but the waste from shale gas is mostly building material, rock and
contaminated water.

Water




What about cross contamination between deep and shallow aquifers? Mitigation?
o Bob Scholes explained that cross contamination between deep and shallow is not
likely, and the water would have to migrate upwards, which is very unlikely, leaks
from the top will pose the main risk to surface water contamination. A big aspect of
the mitigation is around capacity, enforcement, institutions. Legacy issues after SGD
around who is responsible for problems arising from abandoned wells, SA legislation
takes into account funds from developers for legacy issues.
What about water requirements?
o Bob mentioned the findings are that exploration doesn't need as much water, but
each frack requires huge amounts of water, but the water can be re-used for
subsequent fracks. There is not enough water in the Karoo, it cannot come from the
same source as drinking and agricultural water.

Meeting Closure



Greg Schreiner provided feedback on commenting period and way forward.
Mr Hendricks (Camdeboo Municipal Manager) gave his final words and closure of the
meeting.

Victoria West Public Stakeholder Meeting



The proposed agenda for the stakeholder meeting was presented to the municipality and
was accepted.
Xolani Malgas (Municipal Manager) indicated that they have assisted in advertising the
stakeholder meeting in the following ways:

o
o
o
o

Informed stakeholders from their database.
Distributed flyers in the wards.
Notified senior members of the municipality.
Announced Meeting details in town with a loudhailer
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Victoria West

Location

Venue

Date

Time

Victoria West

Victoria West Town Hall

19 July 2016

17:00- 20:00

Attendance
number
37

Agenda for Public Stakeholder Meeting
Welcome

Municipal Official

Introduction

National Government Representative

Draft findings

Scientific Team

Questions and Discussion

Local Community & Scientific Team

Vote of Thanks

Municipal Official

Closing

National Government Representative

Attendance Register
Name
A. Schoevers
Andile Dludla
Berney Bostander
Bob Scholes
Clive Kingwill
Contessa Kruger
Dumisani Tuis
Ernest Mmonoa
Esmari Borchardt
Greg Schreiner
J.P Van Rensburg
Johan Bostander
Johan Viljoen
Hendrik Kotze
Klaas Meintjies
Klaas Agterdam
Louis Kruger
Luanita Van der Walt
Lusanda Gqagqa
Martin Cedres
Morney Ennes
Mzukisi Moloi
N.F Hamman
Ntombi Gqagqa
Paul Gcuku
Phumza May
Riaan v.d. Walt

Organisation

Email

Boer
CSIR
Coghsta cdm
WITS
Sentral Karoo Landbou unit
UFSED
Dept of Justice
SANBI
CSIR
Sentral Karoo Landbou Unit
UFSED
Sentral Karoo Landbou unit
University of Stellenbosch
Ubuntu Municipality
CWP Ubuntu
Development Corporation
CSIR
Youth
Ubuntu Municipality
Youth Movement
Young chief/ANCYL
Sentraal Karoo Landbou Unit
COGHSTA
Community Youth
Standard Bank
Shell

agt.schoevers@gmail.com
ADludla1@csir.co.za
bplbostander@gmail.com
bob.scholes@wits.ac.za
kingwillfarming@gmail.com
contessakruger@gmail.com
dtuis@justice.gov.za
e.mmonoa@sanbi.org.za
esmariborchardt@gmail.com
GSchreiner@csir.co.za
trompie.vanrensburg@gmail.com
erneybos@gmail.com
johan@dawidskraal.co.za
Hendrik.Kotze@usb.ac.za
Nicky.ubuntu@gmail.com
lkruger@mweb.co.za
LvdWalt1@csir.co.za
owamilinam@gmail.com
Ennesm7@gmail.com
threesistersguestfarm@gmail.com
lusandagqagqa@gmail.com
Phumzile.May@standardbank.co.za
Riaan.vanderwalt@shell.com
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Telephone
082 555 6353
021 888 2482
073 774 7600
082 292 6769
082 447 7853
082 424 2690
053 621 0107
082 352 6410
083 579 3814
083 321 4355
083 459 8885
074 331 8620
083 259 3945
082 784 7284
075 339 1001
083 375 4991
021 888 2490
073 584 1022
073 288 3261
061 898 0735
073 341 0381
082 571 5942
083 466 1515
073 557 5819
073 523 4572
076 480 6991
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Simon Moganetsi
Stella Mamogale
Stephanie Borchardt
Surika v/d Merwe
Thobeka Gqagqa
V.R.K. Vadapalli
Wilma Schutz
Xolani Malgas
Yolisa Tsheke

DEA
DoE
Stellenbosch University (Stakeholder)
Sentraal Karoo Landbou Unit
John Rossuw Primary
CGS
DA
Ubuntu Municipality
Ubuntu Municipality

smoganetsi@environment.gov.za
Stella.mamogale@energy.gov.za
stefnib@yahoo.com
brakvlei@gmail.com
thogqa@gmail.com
Vvadapalli@geoscience.org.za
Wilmashutz1@gmail.com
Gmanx1967@gmail.com
Tshekey90@gmail.com

012 399 9309
012 406 7529
049 807 5401
082 538 2987
082 688 4164
012 841 1385
079 515 6332
071 046 0353

Questions/Comments and Answers on Scientific Assessment













Where is the gas present?
o Bob Scholes stated that the gas is very deep and you can drill approx. 3 km
horizontally, if you need to go further it would not be economically viable. Well pads
are far apart. Since you can manoeuvre subsurface you have flexibility to miss very
sensitive surface areas, areas like national parks will be avoided, and many very high
sensitive areas may well be no-go.
How many hectares will be affected by SGD?
o Bob Scholes explained that the wellpad is about 2 ha and then the road networks
will also contribute to the footprint. Overall less than 0.001 of the study area is
anticipated to be occupied by physical infrastructure footprints, even at a large scale
scenario of 20 Tcf.
Is the next step in the SEA is to fine tune the report using the documents?
o Bob Scholes concurred that is the direct next step, after the report is finalised we
take the evidence in the report and help government decide what regulation should
be in place.
Does negative consequence outweigh the positive?
o Bob Scholes explained that Shale gas isn't a yes-no thing, there is a range of
possibilities. Decision that has been made is that it would be good for SA to know if
it has shale gas, to actually develop shale gas is not a government decision, it is the
decision of the public sector they will decide to explore/produce if the economics
and technicalities are in order.
Where will the money for SGD come from?
o If you have an economically viable activity you have a tax stream, you have more
money that is being consumed, then it is a government fiscus decision about how
money is spent and how / who funds aspects of development.
A comment was made that South Africa suffers from the lack of implementing and policing
regulations.
A comment was made that Informal settlements determine how towns develop, not really
spatial planning.
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Questions/Answers on the Draft Findings
Agriculture


What about current legislation like Conservation of Agricultural Resources (CARA)?
o Bob Scholes stated that the agriculture team has found that the current legislation is
sufficient to protect the interests of farmers, but there are questions around the
implementation capacity.

Economics


Property values in towns are expected to rise, but how does the Karoo compare to counties
in America? And what are the differences in using local labour?
o Property values around towns would in all likelihood rise if there was a functioning
gas industry in the region, the international literature supports this. Cases reported
from the rural parts of the U.S.A are not entirely different to the Central Karoo,
although there is a much higher degree of both existing (and well-functioning
infrastructure e.g. WWTW, roads, pipelines) and human skills capacity and local
governance efficiency.

Energy


Nuclear energy is not included? But coal has been considered, why?
o Bob Scholes explained that it is not in the assessment because it was not part of the
mandate of the study. The base load can come from nuclear and from coal, coal
would be the main thing to be displaced by gas.

Governance


How soon should the municipality be expected to plan for these types of developments?
o Bob Scholes responded by saying that quite a lot of time and it needs to be done
very thoroughly, it will take a few years.

Human Health


American reports say that there are major health effects?
o Bob Scholes stated that many of those reports are epidemiological, people are sick
but a causal relationship showing that it is fracking, is not proven. He added that
Health effects are not too well knows now, and it will take time (if SGD occurs) to
prove.

Terrestrial Biodiversity


Land rehabilitation post SGD and Land acquisition? E.g. SKA expanded.
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Pipelines and new roads, for the pipe they will have the shortest possible routes,
therefore it will be large areas that will be cleared, and these are difficult to
rehabilitate.

Social Fabric




A comment was made on increasing inequalities, the people who have will get more, the
people who don't have, will have even less.
o Bob Scholes highlighted that the social fabric chapter recognizes the risk of growing
inequalities that may be created by SGD.
How was spatial planning and social fabric affected by the World Cup?
o Bob Scholes stated that World Cup was boom and bust characteristics.

Tourism




Victoria West may not be identified as a sensitive tourism town, but they want to invest in
tourism for their livelihood.
o Bob Scholes explained that the assessment looks at available information now, at an
EIA stage there should be opportunity to consider emerging trends (that were not
evident at the time of the assessment) that will be negatively impacted by SGD.
A comment was made on the future of tourism in Victoria West may look different that than
is captured in the report. Concerned that the levies in Vic west apart from agriculture is
tourism. To look at tourism the community and the municipality must work together to
develop tourism in line with the IDP.

Waste




How do you store flow back?
o Bob Scholes highlighted that SA legislation prescribes that it must be stored in closed
containers, no open tanks or lagoons are allowed.
Flowback get stored, but what if the gas is finished, does the tank stand there forever?
o Bob indicated that waste disposal at proper facilities, however, hazardous waste
needs to go to special facilities outside the Karoo (Cape Town or Port Elizabeth).

Water


It is best practice and best technology for casing and drilling, but you are working "blind" and
accidents happen.
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Bob Scholes stressed that risk of failure is very small but it does exist, however
contamination event are mainly contained. Fluids do not move easily laterally in
aquifers.
Is there radioactivity in flowback?
o Bob Scholes indicated that there is radioactivity is present but current samples
(soekor and hot springs) shows that it is present.

Meeting Closure



Greg provided feedback on commenting period and way forward on behalf of the project
team.
Final word and closure was done by municipal manager, Mr. Malgas.

Beaufort West
Location

Venue

Date

Time

Beaufort West

Beaufort West Municipality

17 May 2016

13:00- 14:00

Attendance
number
10

Attendance register
Name
Andile Dludla
Bob Scholes
Ernest Mmonoa
Greg Schreiner
Hendrik Kotze
Lewellyn. Lakay
Luanita Van der Walt
Simon Moganetsi,
Stella Mamogale
Vadapalli, V.R.K.



Organisation
CSIR
Wits/ CSIR
SANBI
CSIR
University of Stellenbosch
Beaufort West LM
CSIR
DEA
DoE
CGS

Email
ADludla1@csir.co.za
bob.scholes@wits.ac.za
e.mmonoa@sanbi.org.za
GSchreiner@csir.co.za
Hendrik.Kotze@usb.ac.za
Lewellyn@beaufortwestmun.co.za
LvdWalt1@csir.co.za
smoganetsi@environment.gov.za
Stella.mamogale@energy.gov.za
Vvadapalli@geoscience.org.za

Telephone
021 888 2482
082 292 6769
082 352 6410
083 321 4355
082 784 7284
021 888 2490
012 399 9309/ 079 427 4626
012 406 7529
012 841 1385

Agenda for Public Briefing

The proposed agenda for the stakeholder meeting was presented to the municipality and was
accepted.

Stakeholder engagement


Llewellyn Lakay (Municipal Representative) indicated that they have assisted in advertising
the stakeholder meeting in the following ways:

o
o
o

Informed stakeholders from their database.
Distributed flyers to the community.
Announced Meeting details in town with a loudhailer.
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Location

Venue

Date

Time

Beaufort West

Rustdene Community Hall

17 May 2016

17:00- 20:00

Attendance
number
~ 84

Agenda for Public Stakeholder Meeting
Welcome

Municipal Official

Introduction

National Government Representative

Draft findings

Scientific Team

Questions and Discussion

Local Community & Scientific Team

Vote of Thanks

Municipal Official

Closing

National Government Representative

Attendance Register
Name
Andile Dludla
Andre Mcleod
Andrew Solomons
Ashwill Sawall
Aubrey v/d Lingen
Bob Scholes
Bonnie Schumann
Bulelani Bilikwa
C.W Adolph
Celby November
Carlos Lakay
Cazola
Charles Lakay
Christo Booysen
D. Stander
Daniel Swanapoel
Debbie & Michael Anstey
Denny Byilikwa
Edwin Samson
Eifredo Jantjies
Eirione Kanpher
Estner Booysen
Este Matthew
Erika van der Linde
Evelyn Lawrence
Frank Fenbers
Freddie Martin
Freddie Lottering
G. Gentles
George van der Walt
Gideon Sebabis
Godfrey Adolph
Greg Schreiner
Henri Fortuin

Organisation
CSIR
WA
Gemenskap
Ward 2
Wits/CSIR
EWT
Jaw operator
ANC
Community
Tasman Pacific Minerals
Community
Gemenskap
SADTU
DEADP
Farmer
Great Karoo Gospel

Email
ADludla1@csir.co.za
Andre.mcleod@westerncape.gov.za
Bob.scholes@wits.ac.za
bonnies@ewt.org.za
adolphian@gmail.com
danstander@mselect.co.za
Daniel.swanapoel@westerncape.gov.za
karoolovers@gmail.com
-

Ward 3

-

Community
EWT
Ferret Mining &
Environmental
Services
Community
Pastors Fraternal
Community
Great Karoo
Tasman
Community
CSIR
DEADP

Telephone
021 888 2482
078 339 3090
073 856 6076
083 390 5663
079 554 8226
011 717 6082
072 122 4234
063 089 5765
063 064 2262
076 083 9662
078 219 0153
071 757 2546
084 626 0962
044 805 8602

Estem6@gmail.com

073 786 2717
074 520 1870
063 019 9190
078 084 2579
063 134 1670
-

Erika@ferretmining.co.za

083 441 0239

Gvdw1@gmail.com
gpadolph@webmail.co.za
Gschreiner@csir.co.za
Henri.fortuin@westerncape.gov.za

083 873 0617
061 663 3973
078 737 1179
084 456 7084
060 475 5612
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Hendrik Kotze
Ingrid S
J. Booysen
J.D.M. Bosman
J. Slabbert
Jack Edwards
Kaylee Booysen
Klaas Telanie
Llewellyn. Lakay
Lindokuhle Jodwana
Lorenzo Johnson
Luanita van der Walt
Lungile Mendou
M.V Madolo
Madoda Bokwe
Malesia Gonyana
Mark Olivier
Matthews Dikana
Melulawn K
Menziwa Mzwandile
Moeti Zingxondo
Mongezi Pike
N.Z Oliphant
Nathi
Ntobeko
Peter van wyk
Randal Dumpie
Riaan v/d Walt
Roger Jacobs
Ronaid
Skoki
Somila Xhosa
Stephanie Borchordt
Steve Moseley
Stuurman
T.N Jadu
Tefo Malobae
Thanduxolo Kokwe
Tim van Stombrole
W.Jonas
W. Moyeso
V.R.K. Vanapalli
Victor Malowizz
Victor Olivier
Violet
Vuyisile Bartman
W. Bezadenhoudt
W. Vivier
Xoliswa

University of Stellenbosch
Ubuntu Forum
Beaufort West
Municipality
ANC
Resident MB
ANC
Community
Beaufort West
Municipality
ANC
Private
CSIR
Sccd
Private
Community
Ward Committee
Greater Karoo Dev Forum
ANC
ANC
Resident
-

hendrik.kotze@usb.ac.za
Ingrid.loxton@gmail.com

021 423 4737
084 709 0218

jaffie@beaufortwestmun.co.za

023 414 8020

psicc@iafrica.com
kaylebooysen@gmail.com
-

060 475 5612
083 554 2175
078 713 0925
074 156 5331
078 532 8657

Lewellyn@beaufortwestmun.co.za

-

-

076 291 07798
076 166 7226
021 888 2482
073 236 7866
073 194 8839
063 497 1726
079 704 8236
079 661 8384
072 732 9785
073 298 5332
071 446 9650
078 638 7469
063 542 9982
0733 605 882

Lvdwalt1@csir.co.za
lungilecharley@yahoo.com
Madoda.bokwe@gmail.com
m.czingxondo@gmail.com
-

SHELL
Gemenskap
DST
Private
ANC
Penninsula Energy
Ferret
Private
CGS
ANC
Private
BW Landbou
Womens League

Riaan.vanderwalt@shell.com
Ronaidlouw40@gmail.com
stefnib@yahoo.com
tm@pel.net.au
tim@ferretmining.co.za
606 Mawuma Laan
vvadapalli@geoscience.org.za
vivier@vodamail.co.za
-

076 480 6991
078 034 1815
062 609 3011
079 380 1945
073 176 5738
084 679 6707
083 724 8919
073 289 1587
082 482 6202
027 094 4400
012 841 1385
078 616 3326
076 291 7798
082 770 8243
079 490 2365
078 018 7784

Questions/Answers on Scientific Assessment Process


If new information arises it would be included in the document how will that be regulated?
o Bob Scholes stated that these assessments are not regularly re-done, smaller issues
would not constitute an upgrade, if something substantially changes the
assumptions of the assessment it will have to be considered in some way and
perhaps at an EIA stage.
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The study is independent and is not to make a decision for or against shale gas, but it has
been indicated that a decision will be made. At what point will communities have an
opportunity to make proper inputs into such a decision? The community should be given
opportunity to influence decision on how, when and where.
o Bob Scholes pointed out that Knowledge empowers communities, this assessment
provides that knowledge. In SA constitution is committed to a participatory style of
governance. This is a strategic assessment looking at the big picture, as soon as
there are specific details "I want to drill here" and this will require an EIA for which
PPP must be done. There aware also opportunities to comment on policy and
legislation.
o Henri Fortuin added that even though national department may approve an EIA,
there are many other licenses that need to be required. A community must start a
zoning committee/ local council to give planning permission (if they do not give
planning permission fracking cannot go forward), land use planning, IDP,
stakeholders have opportunity to interact on local, provincial and national level as
well, a range of authorities must all say yes.



A comment was made on Public participation at EIA phase can be quite technical and
difficult to understand, there is a call for departments / provinces / councils to aid
communities to understand issues and be able to sufficiently provide inputs.
Further there is an understanding that reference scenario is not static and that it changes,
have you considered the cumulative impacts of uranium?
o Bob Scholes stated that this is not a uranium SEA, but we have pointed out that
shale gas is not the only thing going on and that it would be in addition to other
changes. These issues should attract an EIA, hopefully the SEA provides information
to support some of the other things as well and that it sets a standard for
assessments.





How would you mobilize an assessment of cumulative impacts of multiple developments?
o Bob Scholes stated that Provincial and other authorities should determine when an
SEA is necessary and is in addition to and EIA.
o It was added that decision on uranium is taken by national government, so
provincial doesn't have a say even if they didn't want it. A large study like this would
be welcomed, the Western Cape SDF does touch in issues like this, but do not have
much control over mining.



SEA Process in relation to the legislative process on to frack or not to frack, how many years?
o Bob Scholes indicated that the SEA process goes on until March 2017 (the decision
making framework), the process of policies will run as usual. Fortunately it seems
there is a breathing space, with the low oil prices there is not a great rush for SGD,
we may see exploration and will have a warning.
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Questions/ Answers on Draft Findings
Governance


Why was functionality of governance not assessed? The reports assume that mitigation will
be applied, and that governance is effective.
o Bob Scholes highlighted that almost every chapter asks about institutional readiness,
many of them raised uncertainties and concerns. In many instances the legislations
found to be sufficient.

Sense of Place


It all boils down to the economy and to money, people who do not know the Karoo have
totally different values, to start up a business in the Karoo for a short time and you steal the
soul of the Karoo. Make money, pack up and leave and leave the mess behind in the Karoo.
Rather go the other gas routes, from Mozambique and offshore, economically it would be a
far better advantage for South Africa.
o Bob Scholes response was that Sense of place is understood to some extent and
these points are made in the report, however little evidence to base an assessment
on. Many people think that the govt. decides whether to go ahead with fracking, but
in the end it is up to the economics and technical viability that will be determined by
the fracking companies. It is important to understand the opportunities and
understand the risks and then make informed decisions, the pose decisions will be
made by the govt. by the fracking companies and by civil society.

Social Fabric


When it comes to a small town like Beaufort there are two different worlds, the rich, and the
people who are struggling for food every day, and many people do not understand
economics and oil prices etc.
o Bob Scholes highlighted that Social fabric touches on growing inequalities, and the
economy chapter looks at who could benefit from the income from SGD.
Recommendation around mitigating these impacts are suggested in the reports and
will be packaged in a way to help govt. make good decisions.

Terrestrial Biodiversity


Grassland biome covers many ha but doesn't seem to be assessed, and only Karoo
threatened species considered.
o Bob Scholes stated that all biomes within the study area have been assessed.

Tourism
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A comment was made that dysfunctional municipality, in certain areas it is important to
recognize that they may not have IDPs and they are definitely not being implemented. A
community forum in Loxton has identified tourism as being the best patch way to create
jobs and develop communities. Fracking will hinder sustainable tourism opportunities.
It was added that it would be interesting to see what the investment opportunities will be
for fracking vs tourism. Consider economic opportunities against other sectors.
o Bob Scholes highlighted the fact that at a strategic level there is not enough info to
do a full cost benefit analysis, until exploration for gas is done you cannot know
what the value of it will be, these studies are surely to arise when better resource
estimates are known.

Waste


Will there be a lot of radioactive material in the waste stream generated from flowback?
o Bob Scholes stated that this is considered in the water section, water that goes deep
down will be contaminated with radioactivity. Current measures of radioactivity are
known through soekor holes and hot springs, the levels of radioactivity is not very
high, but higher levels may be encountered when drilling. He also added that
Fracking companies would have to deal with the waste, they would not be allowed
to be burdened with fracking waste. The SEA was commissioned is to gain
information of what is happening in the South African context.

Meeting Closure



Greg Schreiner provided feedback on commenting period and way forward.
Mr. Booysen (Municipal Manager) shared his Final words and closure.

Shale Gas SEA Workshop for Registered Stakeholders
Location

Venue

Date

Time

Cape Town

Iziko Museum

22 July 2016

10:30- 15:30

Attendance
number
~35

Attendance Register
Andile Dludla

CSIR

ADludla1@csir.co.za

011 888 2482

Aubrey Matsila

CSIR

AMatsila@csir.co.za

072 841 2834

B. Williams

SAOGA

bwilliams@saoga.org

Bob Scholes

Wits/CSIR

Bob.scholes@wits.ac.za

011 717 6082

Derek Light

Attorney

dlight@intekom.co.za

083 227 1922

SANBI

F.Daniels@sanbi.org.za

021 799 8854

-

francinebkk@gmail.com

Fahiema Daniels
Francine Dieckman
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Greg Schreiner

CSIR

Gschreiner@csir.co.za

021 888 2419

Hendrik Kotze

Peace Systems

hendrik.kotze@usb.ac.za

021 423 4737

Henri Fortuin

DEADP

henri.fortuin@westerncape.gov.za

021 483 5842

JA Bezuidehoudt

SHELL

josuab@icloud.com

082 308 3086

Jeanie le Roux

Parliament

jleroux@parliament.gov.za

072 989 1878

Jeff Jefferson

DEADP: Intelligence

jeff.jefferson@westerncape.gov.za

021 483 2718

Jeff Manual

SANBI

j.manual@sanbi.org.za

021 799 8804

John Wilson

DEADP

John.Wilson@westerncape.gov.za

021 483 7786

Kobus Jooste

Parliament

jjooste@parliament.gov.za

073 646 4244

Eco Environmental Services

karel.lewy.phillips@gmail.com

071 588 7266

CSIR

Lvdwalt1@csir.co.za

021 888 2482

Marilyn Lilley

TKAG member

marilyn@rsaweb.co.za

083 990 6463

Niall Kramer

-

niall.kramer@gmail.com

-

Agri SA

nic@agrisa.co.za

079 892 9910

Ramatholo Sefako

SAAD

RRS@saad.ac.za

084 770 5100

Ruth-Mary Fischer

SanParks

ruth-mary.fischer@sanparks.org

083 527 3780

DEADP

Simon.botha@westerncape.gov.za

060 588 9734

Simon Moganetsi

DEA

SMoganetsi.environment.gov.za

-

Somila Xosa

DST

Somila.Xosa@dst.gov.za

-

Stella Mamogale

DoE

Stella.mamogale@energy.gov.za

-

Stellenbosch University

stefnib@yahoo.com

079 380 1945

Gariep LM

thembinkosi@gariep.gov.za

Vuyisile Zenani

Shell SA

Vuyisile.Zenani@shell.com

073 292 2789

Waymann Kritzinger

Agri SA

sharlene.matthews@agriec.co.za

082 926 8777

Wilbert L. Mathews

Mateus Petroleum LLC

mcpconsultores@prodigy.net

076 130 8200

SanParks

Willem.louw@sanparks.org

021 900 9060

Karel Lewy-Phillips
Luanita van der Walt

Nic Opperman

Simon Botha

Stephanie Borchardt
T Mawonga

Willem Louw

Questions and Answers on Scientific Assessment Process


What is the value of the full report?
o Bob Scholes highlighted that the full report is in the public domain, and the
information is available to other studies. The document will be published
electronically. The Summary for Policy Makers will almost certainly come out as a
hard copy as well. The client is government, but the specific report is a public
domain report. Paid for by government, but for use by all. Government gets this
entire report, and our support feeding this into a framework for decision making
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Potential alternatives is lacking in the report.
o Development alternatives are required in an EIA level under law. The SEA deals with
alternatives through the risks assessment, which looks at 4 different future
alternatives, with and without mitigation. These all represents alternatives. There is
also a “stopping” point. This is not an assessment of absolutely everything going on
in South Africa.



A comment was made on the importance of people to understand the fracking regulations
and the permitting requirements and timeframes.
What is the public participation going forward?
o The public participation fort the scientific assessment section is done now, after this
is the policy development process, which consists of the PPP normal to those
processes.





This study focuses on shale gas only, did you look at other activities, such as uranium and
gypsum?
o Bob Scholes stressed that this SEA doesn't replace the EIA but directs it and provides
a framework. The dynamic baseline of the Karoo (Ch 1) tries to capture that, we do
not have full insight on those issues, such as uranium is also sort of a rumor it has
not yet happened and cannot be taken into cumulative account. Our mandate is to
look at shale gas. If the assumptions of the assessment changed substantially it
would not be valid anymore, it would have to be revisited. See point above.



What about National parks and protected areas, buffer zones?
o Bob Scholes stated that those are definitely taken into account, and they are
protected by law, which provides for protected are and buffers.



There seems to be a decision that SGD will occur.
o SGD is not only a government decision, but the decisions also rely on the private
sector (developers) and civil society also needs to provide input into the decisions
which will happen in the future. Re acknowledging uncertainties - when we wrote
the SPM we didn't draw on the preface, perhaps draw preface into the SPM.
Question to ask yourself is: if you knew more about this, would it change you
decision? Or do you know enough to make a decision?

Questions/Answers on Draft Findings
Scenarios and Activities
 How did you arrive at the impact drivers described in the Scenarios and Activities chapter
(Ch1)? For instance 10 wells instead of 32 wells per wellpad, these differences are
significant. Precautionary approach call for the worst case figure to be taken into account.
The entire report is based on assumptions that may not be correct.
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Bob Scholes responded by explaining that we worked closely with industry, and this
was peer reviewed by international experts, and then chose the most reasonable
assumption for a South African context. Strategic assessment taking the big picture
in account, for permitting they need to be explicit. Proposed more wells at a wellpad could also be seen as proposing less impact i.e. fewer wellpads, fewer well
bores and casing, fewer roads. It depends which way you look at it. But the
international evidence is clear, in the region of 10 wellbores per wellpad is a very
legitimate assumption.
Is there a map indicating infrastructure?
o Bob Scholes responded with No, because no development is proposed as of yet, it is
all what-ifs. We have no idea where infrastructure would be placed. There are
examples of infrastructure in chapter 1 as well as "imaginary" notional layouts.

Air Quality & GHG Emissions






What about flaring? Downwind movement of gasses from flaring. And air quality re:
compressor stations. Therefore air quality issues not only on wellpad but along all
infrastructure. Venting of gas and fugitive leaking.
o Bob Scholes stated that it is not anticipated that there will be extensive flaring, and
will be well within NEMAQA standards. Fugitive leakage is very well understood,
industry would want to avoid that.
Shale gas is potentially cleaner source if fugitive emissions can be mitigated, a US
study...assumptions based on conventional gas...abandoned wells and fugitive emissions,
based on info like this life cycle of gas would not be as GHG efficient. Shale gas would be
lower than coal - this statement is not correct. (Stakeholder has submitted this comment)
o Bob Scholes emphasised that there is a lot of literature in this, additional literature is
welcome but would not change the finding that this is a critical issue.
A concern was raised on GHG that a number of the chapters correctly record a number of
scientific unknowns that renders it difficult or impossible to do a risk assessment. Concerned
that one is not making the point strongly enough that where there is a lack of knowledge
they should be cautious about making decisions that could influence aspects that are
clouded by uncertainties.

Agriculture




Foliage damage to crops? Nitrogen deposition?
o Bob Scholes highlighted that this should be covered in agriculture, related to dust
pollution that could affect species within about 30 m of dirt roads. Nitrogen
deposition is not really an issue in this area of the world.
The Conservation of Agricultural Resources Act (CARA) and Subdivision of Agricultural Land
Act (SALA) are old pieces of legislation. Agricultural legislation has been neglected and no
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legislation is available to support agriculture, especially with regards to mining. Mining
fraternities have shorter routes in terms of EIA and that is a constraint for agriculture.
o Bob Scholes stated that CARA is a good piece of legislation, but the implementation
and policing capabilities of that is brought under question.
A concern was raised that the Agricultural chapter is based on a 1994 study, and a lot has
changed in the agricultural sector, it is now a much more successful sector. Furthermore, it
creates many jobs and provides other services to their workforce. Do not underplay the
significance of chapter 8.
Radioactivity? Radioactivity can be found in the wool of sheep?
o Bob Scholes indicated that this is dealt with in the groundwater chapter. Available
levels from hot springs and soekor holes are low.
Will farmers who lease or sell their land to developers return to the areas?
o Bob Scholes stated that experience shows that people would likely not want to
return; this will not only be because of SGD but also due to other factors such as
climate change. Somila Xosa added that Colorado shows examples of a co-existence
between SGD and agriculture; however, it might be possible to do some agriculture
but not all agriculture.

Earthquake


It is fine to say that fracking shouldn't happen close to towns, but would the legislation
prevent that. Prevent creeping of SGD into towns and closer to sensitive areas.
o This is around implementation and institutional capacity and available legislation
and the shortcomings have been raised in all chapters.

Economics




Economic benefits of economics equations, do they account for GHG and full SGD life cycle?
o Bob Scholes responded by explaining that a cost benefit analysis was not
undertaken, as there is not enough information, so have not done that level of
analysis. Combine Cycle Gas Turbines (CGTs) are efficient.
Economic benefits of renewables to shale gas?
o Bob Scholes explained a comparison can be made with the kW/h generations costs,
wind is the cheapest, solar a bit more expensive, CCGT at is more expensive, new
coal is very expensive, nuclear is most expensive. But you cannot from that say that
we should only do wind, you cannot builds tire system just from the cost; you also
need to look for reliability. This is analysed extensively in SA energy plans, looking at
price, reliability energy independence etc.

Human Health


CANSA came out very strongly about the link between cancer and fracking.
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Bob Scholes explained that health impacts from fracking are not dismissed, they are
present in the likely vicinity of the well pads, but are not so substantial that it would
remove this as a potential activity.

Energy Planning


Latest information contradicts statement that gas is relatively cheaper and can be used to
compliment renewable energy.
o Stakeholder must provide evidence of this

Governance




The issue of institutional capacity has come up most times and the report also highlights that
as a key issues. Will you recommend that institutional capacity be consistently monitored to
see how it berg ores and whether it is successful?
o Bob Scholes responded by stating that the chapters address what institutions exist,
are they fit for purpose, and how should they be augmented. Authors do not make
specific recommendations; they provide the facts, in phase three such issues will be
dealt with.
One of the mitigation processes in by monitoring, but the player cannot be the referee
o Bob Scholes stated that the monitoring should be independent or at least a hybrid
arrangement, an obligation on developer to install equipment and do monitoring,
with an independent auditing that. Post closure monitoring is also an important
aspect.

Social Fabric


Social and labour plans routed as a good way for SED? National policy can't always be
interpreted as being implemented.
o Bob Scholes stated that the chapter draws extensively on examples from South
Africa and around the world. Does draw on policy aspects such as how developers
should invest money for local socio-economic development.

Terrestrial Biodiversity




What about birdwatchers?
o Bob Scholes responded by stating that Birds should be considered in the biodiversity
chapter (IBA map) important bird areas should be considered.
What about avoiding surface features, and going underneath?
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There is precedence for a coking coal company wanting to burrow under the
national park, but it went to court and lost. Many of the fine-scale siting issues are
considered at the EIA level.

Visual


Optical astronomy Sutherland and light and dust pollution?
o Bob Scholes highlighted that light pollution and dust pollution is considered. Main
source of dust would be from trucks on dirt roads. Potential light pollution effects on
Optical astronomy are considered in the Visual chapter

Water
 If water is not available, what are the impacts associated with the other sources available?
o Bob Scholes pointed out that it is clearly painted out in the chapters.
Waste
 What is hazardous waste generated by SGD?
o Bob Scholes stated Brine, radioactivity, contaminated water. These cannot be
treated in the study area, but must go to licensed area.

Meeting Closure


Greg Schreiner provided feedback on commenting period and way forward.
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